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As a local resident who will be directly affected by this proposal if it goes ahead,
I would like to voice my objection to this proposal as follows.
My wife and myself have lived in Minchinbury for over 20 years, raising our children in the early
part of this time and our grandchildren in the later.
Even though Minchinbury is situated between the Great Western Highway and the M4 Freeway
we chose this area due to it being quiet and secluded.
Yes, at times the traffic is loud and at times we would be assailed by the stench of the Garbage
Tip on Wallgrove Road having to either close up our house to at least reduce the sound or
stench or alternatively going out somewhere for a period of time.
Now it is proposed that we have another Waste Facility at Eastern Creek directly across the
Freeway from Minchinbury, this will affect many, many households, schools and day care
centres nested in this area.
It is our understanding that to have this facility placed where it is proposed, will release many
toxins into the air which will not only effect the immediate Minchinbury residents it will in fact
effect as much as twenty fold or more communities surrounding this area.
I am sure that all other residents would agree that Yes, we do require something of this sort to
eliminate the waste and create more sustainable energy but not at the expense of our peoples
health, do we want our children and elderly to be effected
and be sick and possibly die from these toxins ???? No we don’t and I am sure you would not like
your children or elderly to be affected likewise.
If this facility could be made safe to the population and be used to achieve a safe and economical
means of disposal of waste plus to convert this waste into energy (not just to make money for
the developer) then yes by all means go ahead but place it somewhere
that it will not affect the population or the environment in any way.
We trust that in making your decision all aspects shall be considered and chose that which is best
for the people and the environment, not the developers bank balance.
Thanking you for allowing us to voice our concerns
Peter & Rhonda Macallef
Minchinbury Residents

